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fessor has been banned from
addressing college students
rere after a local clergyman
charged. that he and his lover
were responsible for a tor—
nado which struck the town
sarlier in the year..
Louie Crew, Fort Valley
State College English profes—
sor and founder of the Epis—
copalian gay group Integrity,
had been approached earlier
about talking to a group of
graduate students training to
be counselors. After consid—
sring the tornado charge how—
ever, Graduate School Dean
Geoffrey Ibim withdrew the
invitation.
Crew,who is white,
slack mate Ernest Clay had
een attacked in the local
uewspaper by the Rev. James
Dees. Besides blaming the gay
couple for the tornado, Dees
called the city a "disgusting
cesspool of corruption" for
allowing the relationship. He
added ‘that "one would think
the fine Christian people of
Seorgia would rise up infuri—
ated and stamp it out."
(At last report, Crew and
his lover were
and well in Ft. Valley.)
Crew said that he first
volunteered to speak to the
class when he learned that
they were being taught that
A gay pro—
and his
all gays are "sick." He es—
pecially wanted to address
would—be counselors because
they had tremendous potential
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Queen‘s Men Defend Honor On Gridiron,
m
  
  Bruce, Phyllis and Bill,
in pre—game festivities.
the pom—pom girls, attempt. a tripod
(See also page 2.)
Gay Catholics Plan Fas t:
Press For ReconciliationRepresentatives — from sev—
eral gay Catholic
will attend the annual
conference of American bis—
hops this month to press for
a reconciliation between gay
Catholics and their church, a
group spokesman has announced
The conference —will be
held at the Statler Hilton in
Washington D.C. during Nov.
15—18.
Sunday, Nov. 16 has
declared a "National Day of
Reconciliation Between Gay
Catholics and Their Church"
and will feature a 24 hour
fast and special Mass of Re—
conciliation.
Following the Mass, the
bishops have been invited to
come by a gay hospitality
suite at the Hilton to share
water and conversation with
been
An anonymbus sidewalk artist has etched his liberationist
theme permanently in Overton Square.
organiza—.
the fasters. Doughnuts and
coffee willbe sorved after
the fast ends. r
The gay Catholics have
been assured that bishops
will come by the suite to
meet with the homosexuals
there. Also, the bishops com—
mittee of Liason for Priests,
Religious and Laity will take
up the issue of gay Catholics
and their religious and civil
rights. t
The gay fast is in the
spirit of the current Roman
Catholic "Holy Year,"and fits
in with Pope Paul‘s  declar—
ation that 1975 is a year of
"reconciliation."
"It is our belief that
there is no group within the
Church less reconciled than
the gay community."
In addition to sponsoring
the fast,Mass and hospitality
suite, the gay Catholics plan
to present petitions request—
ing full civil rights for
gays. Letters requesting sup—
port have been sent to every
bishop in North and South A—
merica and endorsements have
been received so far from
bishops in Michigan, Maine,
and New York. .
The petition reads in part,
‘...we have a serious obli—
gation to root out structures
and attitudes which discrim—
inate against the homosexual
as a person,. We will exert
our leadership on behalf of
this effort."
Originally, the gay groups
had ~planned a large rally
outside the hotel to protest
Roman Catholic discrimination
(Con‘t on Page 2)
~day








on the gridiron Sun—afternoon, October 19.Their ‘opponents, a team of"the girls" captained by Mut—tley, gave the Queen‘s Men atough battle by the scorewas 8 — 0 for the Queen‘s Menat the whistle time.
The guys were led to vic—tory by Bruce Hadley and bothteams were cheered by a mot—ley group of "pom—pom girls"led by Phyllis. The after—noon game saw at least two
injuries, but none of themwere serious.
The only touchdown scored
during the game was the re—
sult of a long run by Mark of
Memphis.
Competition between —the
guys—and tite girls is
nual affair somewhat less or—
ganized than the other Queen‘s
Men functions. A crowd of
some fifty spectators gather—
ed for the catch and offered
encouragement and friendly




GAIETY is now being sold
in the nation‘s capital.Early
in October Lambda «Rising, one
of the most ‘respected gay
bookstores in the country,
requested permission to sell
GAIETY,.
Lambda Rising made head—
lines last year as the first
gay bookstore to advertise on
television.
Negotiations are currently
ongoing to sell CGAIETY in
other bookstores in —major
cities across the cuuntry. 
Farther More...








NEW DANCE BARS OPEN
... page 8
GAY TOUR OF LONDON
... page 9
  
GAIETY — Page 2
MCC Church Conjures Many Questions
by Charlene Taylor
The idea that a Christian
church ministers primarily to
the gay community conjures up
many questions in people‘s
minds. But most of these can
be reduced to two basic ques—
tions. What are we? Why do
we exist?
We are the Universal Fel—
lowship of Metropolitan Com—
munity Churches, a Christian
body that ministers to gay
women and men throughout the
world. Over 85 congregations,
missions, and study groups
comprise MCC in the United
States, Australia, Belgium,
Great Britain, New Zealand,
France, Denmark, and Nigeria.
Within the Fellowship are




Roman Catholics, and Angli—
cans. We not only co—exist
with each other, but share,
grow, and work with one an—
other.
We do not exclude non—
Christians. People of many
religions,and of no religion,
find in MCC a home of their
own and are welcome to share
their lives and love with us.
We exist because the
church has refused to recog—
nize our valid and healthy
identity and has neglected us
emotionally and spiritually.
MCC exists as a tool in a
struggle to end this abuse
and oppression of God‘s gay
creation.
The Christian church,which
could have been a truly heal—
ing agent and a comfort to
the oppressed, not only did
nothing to stop the oppres—
sion, it became the major sup—
porter and instigator of mor—
al strictures,. social condem—
natlon, and legal penalties
which have inflicted untold
misery upon gay people.
Some of us were asked to
leave our churches and told
that because we are homosex—
ual we could not claim God as
our God, could not have true
communion with Christ, and
could not inherit the good
things of the Kingdom of God.
beenThe result has fear,
guilt, isolation,
abnegation — the very ills




Christ came to take our bro—
ken and fragmented lives and
lead us to wholeness of being.
MCC‘s primary message is that
God loves us.
end the oppression of self—
condemnation and calls us to
embrace our lives vigorously.
We see ourselves as a
church of people: gay,
straight,black, white, brown,
yellow; male, female; young,
old—all who have experienced
the encompassing love of God
in Christ and who feel im—
pelled to share this love
with others.
The Rev. Troy Perry, MCC
founder, was the first who
felt impelled to share this
love. Starting with 12 in his
living room in L.A., Troy was
the spark which lit an explo—
sion. Originally but a single
congregation, it soon spread
throughout the U.S. and the
world. |
In cities all> over this
country and beyone, small
groups of committed women and
men are forming MCGCs of their
own. This process must go on.
We would like to see it hap—
pen in Memphis. It is impor—
tant, right now, for you to
write and express your need,
your ‘interest, and the pos—
sibility of working toward
establishing this
resource for the gay commun—
ity of Memphis.
Please aldress your letters
to Ms. Charlene Taylor,Metro—
politan Community Church, P.0.
Box 3538, Memphis, TN 38103.
We encourage you to watch for
the announcement of our in—
itial meetings in GAIETY.
Our first meetings will be
to acquaint those interested
with MCC. Shortly thereafter
we hope to begin a study ser—
ies which will include such
topics as . "Homosexuality and
and self—'




"That which is non—existent
can never come into being,




   
Looking more like the class of 1948than a football team, |
rhegguys and girls pose during halftime.
the Bible: Where did the ab—
horence toward homosexual
persons come from?",‘"The com—
ing out process", "Affirming
ourselves as God‘s healthy
and whole children", "Who do
you tell?", "Role Playing",
ete. |. ©
Jesus said,"I am come that
you might have LIFE and have
it more abundantly!" There is
much work to be done here in




(Con‘t from Page 1)
against homosexuals but it was
decided that a less militant,
more spiritual approach would
be more likely to result in a
meaningful dialogue with ° the
bishops .
"It is through communica—
that we will ultimately
change," said Brian
spokesman for the
group, "The fact that we have
been ‘guaranteed some bishops
to join us at the hospitality
suite and will be calling to—
gether their committee for a
special session is a good in—
dication at this point that
we are making progress."
Groups <~participating — in
the activities include Catho—
lies for Gay Rights, the Sal—
vatorian Gay Ministry Task
Force, and Dignity, a nation—







Request To Lift Ban
Technical St. Leonard Mat—
lovich received another set—
back in his fight. to remain
in the Air Force October 21
when Air Force Secretary John
McLucas denied his request
for a waiver from Air Force
regulations banning homosex—
uals.
In making his decision,
MclLucas upheld earlier ru—
lings by an Air Force admin—
istrative board at Langley
AFB, Virginia and the base‘s
commanding officer,Col. Alton
Thorgerson. The administrative
board had recommended that
Matlovich be given a general
discharge and Thorgerson ‘up—
graded this to an honorable
discharge. ; mo n
After learning the secre—
Matlovich‘s
attorneys promptly took the
case to court,where U.S. Dis—
trict Court Judge Gerhart A.
Gesell agreed to rule on the
constitutionality of the ser—
vice‘s automatic homosexual
discharge regulation.
_ Matlovich said it was "a
when MclLucas  an—
nounced his decision but pre—
that he would eventu—
ally win his battle.
Later that week,‘near1y a
thousand people attended a
fund—raising benefit..
"IL guess I‘m an all—Amerl—
can boy, Matlovich told the
cheering throng. "I_ don‘t
smoke, I don‘t drink and I
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Lesbian Slaying Shocked ‘Gay Nineties‘ Memphums
by Fred Harris
PART TWOSnow glistened on the ground that cold January afternoonas the buggy containing two young women raced along FrontStreet. At Front and Madison, just north of the post office,the vehicle jerked to a stop and the rider, Alice Mitchell,19, leapt out and ran down the bluff toward the riverboatlanding.Near the Illinois Central railroad track, Alice caught upwith her "closest friend", Freda Ward, 17, who was going toboard the steamer,"Ora Lee" with her sister, and slashed herthroat from ear to ear with a razor blade before severalstartled witnesses.Later that evening, after her arrest, Alice said that sheloved Freda desperately, wanted to marry her, and could notlive without her. Long ago, they had made a compact that ifthey should — ever be separated, they should kill each other.After the relationship was forbidden by Freda‘s older‘sister, Alice knew nothing else to do but to carry out thepact.It was January 25,1892, and the "Gay Nineties" in Memphishad just been marked with a tragic homosexual love—slaying.The incident immediately drew the rapt attention of the en—tire nation and was later called ‘"Memphis‘ most interestingmurder."
Women from Prominent Families
During the following months, page one headlines acrossthe country revealed details of the case to a fascinatedpublic. Stories in the New York Times, the now defunctMemphis Public Ledger and a 1930 Commercial Appeal featurearticle on the case by Paul Coppock still exist to provideinformation today.Alice Mitchell was the daughter of a prominent and weal—thy Memphis furniture dealer who belongd to the TennesseeClub and moved in the city‘s best social circles. Educatedat Miss — Higbee‘s school, Alice was indoctrinated with the‘*tradition@dlvalues of the era.Unlike other young ladies in her position, however, Aliceshowed no interest in young men, even after reaching adoles—cence. Instead, she became the unseparable companion ofFreda Ward, the attractive young daughter of a Memphis mech—anic. The two girls did everything together,and when a person saw one of the girls, he always saw theother. '
Late in 1890, Freda moved with her parents and sister to
Gold Dust, Tennessee, up the Mississippi River from Memphis.
She and Alice
dearments as
my life." © :
In February of 1891 Alice wrote Freda three letters ask—
ing her to marry her. Freda consented and Alice sent her an
engagement ring, which Freda wore. The women then joyously
‘planned their marriage by mail and said, "Oh, how happy we
‘will be when we are married."
Despite difficulties, the wedding plans progressed and
the two women finally dec1ded to elope in August 1891. Freda
would‘flee from Gold Dust to Memphis, while Alice planned to
cut her hair short, dress like a man and take the name Alvin
J. Ward. They then hoped to have Alice‘s pastor at Grace
Church marry them after which they would move to St. Louis.
Before they could carry out this scheme, Freda‘s sister,
Jo Ward, discovered it and forbade Freda to write, see or
have anything to do with Alice. Freda did manage to send
Alice a furtive note which read "Dear Alice; I love you and
always will but I have been forbidden to speak to you and
must obey."
Distraught beyond words, Alice then resolved to out the
‘pledge they had made earlier. On January 25,1892, she loca—.
ted Freda leaving Memphis after a shopping trip and car—
ried out the fatal promise.
Four days later, a grand jury charged Miss Mitchell and
her companion in the buggy, Lillie Johnson,with first degree
murder. Miss Johnson was indicted because Alice reportedly
told Lillie to "wait here till I go and fix her‘ as she left
"You are my own sweet love"‘ and "Darling of
the buggy and afterwards Lillie had taken Alice from the
scene of the murder. .
Meanwhile, Freda Ward was buried in Elmwood Cemetery by
huge throngs of mourners, the Ledger reported, and her grdve
completely covered by flowers.
_; (On Monday,; February, 1,1892, the women and their attorneys
appeared in Shelby , County criminal court to plead to the
charges. Miss Johnson pled "not guilty" while attorneys for
Miss Mitchell pled "present insanity."
 
it was noted,:
corresponded regularly, exchanging such en—
Because of their wealth and status within the community,
the two girls‘ families were able to obtain first class le—
gal counsel. Alice Mitchell was defended by two of Memphis‘
. most prominent attorneys,Gen. Luke E. Wright and Col. George
Gantt. Lillie Johnson was represented by Malcom "Ham" Pat—
terson, a young lawyer who would later become the attorney
general,a U.S. Congressman and governor of Tennessee.
The judge in the case was Judge Julius J. DuBose, who was
even then viewed as an eccentric and was later impeached.
Patterson immediately initiated habeas . corpus proceed—
ings to win the release of his client, Lillie Johnson. These
were thoroughly approved of by the newspapers and Memphis
public, which believed that she was innocent.
___ Each appearance of the women in court,no matter how brief
or insignificant, drew immense crowds. Women of all ages,
races, and social stations were especially attracted. News—
papers reported that they filled the courtroom and hallways
outside. This feminine interest startled many Memphis males
and led the Public Ledger to caustically say of the proceed—
ings: "Disgustingly decent so far, ch ladies?"
Memphians were
famous French actress Mune.
~f
not the only ones who were curious.
Sarah Berhardt,
The
in Memphis at the
  
    
 
     
 
  
time, went to the jail and attempted to— V131t the two pris—
oners . She was barred from talking with them, the Memphis
Public Ledger reported, but was permitted to peek in their
cell.
A G : .
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On February 25 Lillie Johnson‘s habeas corpus hearing be—
gan in the Shelby County criminal court. To accommodate the
expected crowd, a wall between two regular courtrooms was
knocked out and the resulting space remodeled into one much
bigger chamber. This new courtroom was still not big enough
for the hordes of people who showed up. More than a thousand
spectators were able to crowd into the chamber, the Commer—
cial reported, but hundreds more were left in the corridors
outside, where they struggled for a view.
Judge DuBose, whose gavel had been wrapped with lavender
bunting for the occasion, ruled over this throng dictator—
ially, the Ledger reported,and arbitrarily made male and fe—
male spectators sit on opposite sides, causing amusement and
indignation.
During the habeas corpus hearing, many details of Alice
and Freda‘s love affair were first made public. Freda‘s sis—
ter Jo Ward told the court of the women‘s romance and how
she had broken it up. She also gave an eyewitness account of
the murder. Numerous passages from the girls‘ love letters
were also read. —
F, J. Simms, a ‘brain doctor‘,also testified at the hear—
ing. He told the court that Alice Mitchell was "undoubtedly
insane" and‘that while there was an extremely developed Pla—
tonic or brain love between her and Freda, there was no evi—
dence of "homo—Sexuality."
Later on, however, a letter was read in which Alice wrote
Freda,"It will be three weeks Friday since you slept with
me. I don‘t think I will get to sleep with you."
Throughout this and later court proceedings, the attitude
of the "Victorian era" press and the public was generally
sympathetic to the two women.
lengthy, florid accounts of the bloody slaying, the overall
tone was one of awe and fascination rather than moral out—
rage. The slaying was viewed as a unique human tragedy ra—
ther than a conventional murder.
On February 27,Lillie Johnson, was orderedfreed from jail
on $10,000 bond,on groundsof poor health caused by confine—
While the Memphis papers ran
(Con‘t on Page 12)
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GraphLCS. asa ves«sesvesersssessedim Alley
GAIETY welcomes manuscripts from its readers, but will
not return unsolicited material unless accompanied by a
stamped, self—addressed envelope. GAIETY reserves the
right to edit material to fit space requirements and to
meet editorial standards., Views expressed in columns
and letters do not necessarily represent the attitude
and opinion of GAIETY.
Names and/or pictures of any person, organization, or
business appearing in GAIETY should not be interpreted
as an indication of the sexual preference of that per—
son, organization, or business, or of its members or em—
ployees. f Cs
Copyright © 1975. All rights reserved.
  
The i Price{_Change
When the first issue of GAIETY was published last summer,
we didn‘t know too much about this sort of thing. We were,
however, ready to work. Well, work we have...our butts off.
Unfortunately, the high cost of printing and supplies,
coupled with the limited amount of advertising income
—
has
made a retail price increase necessary. .
We want to continue to produce a newspaper for Memphis,
but you‘ll have to help us bear the cost. If GAIETY is not
worth the price of one beer a month, then we‘re wasting our
time.
Topless ‘Cure‘ Fails
Can you imagine the publisher of a gay newspaper serving
as a judge for a topless, go go dance contest? Well, I
couldn‘t imagine it either, but when a friend who works with
the Playgirl Club asked me to do just that, I thought, "Why
not?"
I was introduced to the audience, consisting of horny,
straight—type men, as the editor of a new newspaper for gay
people. I heard several small gasps in the audience and
just the slightest ripple of amusement.
There were fifteen contestants that night. Each, in turn,
mounted the stage and began to dance. Sooner or later, off
would come the bikini top and, clad only in a scanty bottom
piece, she would show us her "charms."
Undoubtedly, I saw more breasts in that one night than I
will ever see in the rest of my entire life. Big ones, small
ones, black ones, pink ones, breasts that bounced, breasts
that jiggled...my God..there were breasts everywhere.
For the second round of numbers, the girls tried to outdo
each other with catchy acts. There were slinky songs, jivey
songs, fast songs, slow songs, even a kung fu routine. But
a bare chest was always the common denominator.
The winning: performance was really risque. The girl,
Samara, seductively
it so that the middle
removed her long, white glove and held
finger was the only one exposed. As
she pantomimed her love for the finger with kisses and ca—
resses, it rose to a full erection. A slight look of scorn
and rejection caused it to immediately droop. Dynamite.
A straight friend commented, jokingly, that maybe this
experience was what I needed to "cure me." Well, I don‘t
know about any cure...but I think that I exhibited an open
mind and the ability to accept and relate to people who are
into different seenes. I wonder how many straights could do
the same? — GP
‘M $0 LONELY
IN THIS CLOSET...   THANKFUL FOR
A Chilling Reminder
Most gays like to think that the American phobia againsthomosexuality is gradually diminishing and that younger peo—ple especially are more tolerant and accepting. A recent in—cident in suburban Suffolk County, New York, however, ° shows
how flimsy this notion may be.
There, a gang of youths accused two 14 year old boys ofholding hands and told them "What do we do with fags?" "We
hang them!‘ They then took the youths to an empty garage,forced them to stand on a wooden box, placed nooses over aceiling beam and around their necks.
The box was then kicked out and one boy was left dangling
in the air for several agonizing seconds. Only by twisting
his head around and grabbing the rope in his teeth was he
able to avoid serious injury or worse before being lowered
to the floor.
"I guess I was just trying
ter told police.
Suffolk County police apprehended two other 14 year olds
in the assault and are looking far the other assailants, in—
cluding a 16 year old and the gang‘s adult ringleader. The
arrested teenagers were only charged with "juvenile delin—.
quincy, ""but we see how it could have easily been much worse.
While the last few years have seen some progress in the
acceptance of homosexuality, the Suffolk County incident is‘
a chilling reminder of how far we have to go.
to buy a little time," he .la—
— FH
Poets Express Love, Pathos
A SUICIDE NOTE LOVE—BLINDED
by Lady Jane Grey by Sandy Dale
There once was a time
If there could be a time
When time was not wasted
But spent.
Oh yes,
I know your faults.
You‘re not exactly Ryan O‘Neal
after all. Al 4







And nurse an unfair grudge
_ And never say my hair looks
And into that time
Crept a daydream of mine
And ‘hollowed a space
As it went.
now and
A sky then was seen
In this fanciful scene
And a beautiful deep blue sea
. q good
And a cottage for two Until I ask.
With a beautiful view And no,
Of the beautiful deep blue You‘ll never win that Pulitzer
sea. » Or gain that extra twenty
pounds,
Palm trees sway in the breeze
A soft summer‘s breeze
That sighs as it simps and
cajoles .
But listen,
I never claimed to be
Ali McGraw did I?
All I ask is custody
Of your sweet defective—self
forever.
After all, perfection would be
And the sun shines so bright
It stands still through the
 
night such a bore
And burnishes the sky with After you.
gold. ; p
| "IL like not only to be
Come live there with me loved, but also to be told
In this house by the sea that I am loved., I am not
And everything else I‘ll sure that you are of the same
forswear . kind, but the realm of silence
* is large enough beyond thel
And the love I‘ll give thee grave. This is the world of!
light and speech, and I shall
take leave to tell you that
you are very dear."
— George Eliot
And the hope you‘ll give me
Will keep us from time
Evermore.
  
| never meet ANYONE ...| WELL o00











The author of This lS Not
For You and AgainsttheSea—
son has made her mark as a
scholarly and entertaining
bibliographer in this study
of Lesbian writers and their
works.
She devotes complete chap—
ters to such notable writers
as Stein, Colette, Margaret
Anderson, May Sarton,and Mau—
reen Duffy. She also includes
philosophical introductory









about her own novels
and her criticism is fair to
all .the writers
Only by reading each of
the works she reviews can one
gain such an understanding
and appreciation of Lesbian
literary culture as this
small book alone gives.
copious notes —
— Page 5 — GAIETY
20thCentury Doctrine Needed By Church
by Dennis Mainord
Binding with Briars,
‘Sin in the Catholic
Richard Ginder.Prentice—Hall,
1975.
The time has come for the
(Catholic) Church to review
its doctrine as far as sex is
concerned and to enter the
twentieth century along with
the rest of us. The foregoing
statement is the obvious
theme of Binding with Briars,
Sex and Sin in theCatholic
Church. The authoran ‘"open—
minded conservatlve” priest,
believes that the Church‘s
refusal to,. reverse some of
its directives, especially
with regard to birth control
and sex for pleasure, is re—
sponsible for the noticeable
decline in attendance and
participation in Church act—
ivities ..
The — authority
that the Church has
chastity to replace charity
as the greatest virtue, al—
though this is not the way









WNWBy — BILL GAWAINMany gay people miss out. on the most important of alljobs..— the rearing of child=ren. And‘ to those who lookupon us as child molesters,‘that‘s just fine. —But some gays teach, nurse‘or serve in other kinds ofsocial work. A sizeable num—ber are parents. In someplaces, single people may a—dopt children.Our taxes and donationsplay big roles. The Queen‘sMen and the bars have helpedus aid local charities. TheUnited Way assists orphanagesand other child agencies inMemphis.For those who want. thesatisfaction of a limited
Chlld rearing relationship, I
‘suggest sponsorships. My for—
eign"son and daughter"‘ re—




Unbelievable! A GAY news—
paper in MEMPHIS — hypocriti—
cal, backwards, racist, red—
neck, conservative Memphis.
I don‘t know who you people
are, but thank the Deity you
are here. Your paper is truly
a breath of fresh air. The
articles are timely, informa—
tive, and interesting. The
tone, thankfully, avoids the
bitchy, gossipy attitude I‘ve
seen in some other gay—ori—
ented papers from the South.
Although the paper is not as
radical as I personally would
like, it is moréthan I could
ask for. Here‘s wishing you
tremendous success.
qr» « Antacaraeavs+ x L. L.




tian ~ Children‘s Fund, Box
26511, Richmond, Va. 23261.
CCF,which is 37 years old,
serves on every
dependently,without regard to
race or creed. For
month, you can help a child
like:
— Maria, from a family of
14. She weighed 16 pounds at
age 5% when her sponsor join—
ed the fund.
— Patsy, whose family of
nine earns less than $250 a
year. They sleep on the floor
because there is no furniture.
— Crispina, a pre—schooler
whose 6—member family earns
about $13 a month.
— My kids. Their _ birth
months had to be estimated
and the girl has no last name
— yet.






the particular project. You
may write to the child and
receive answers (with trans—
lations). Children unable to
write are assisted by family
members or staff workers.
Two people(@or a group) may
share a sponsorship. Your
contact can give the child
encouragement and hope.
Little Patsy, for example
now attends a school affili—
ated with CCF and gets
clothes, books, and food. She
wants to be a teacher when
she grows up.
ities can benefit from a few
sponsors .
For a complete list of
sponsoring agencies, see Vol—
ume One ""of "the Encyclopedia
‘of Associations: in the Social
Science ‘Department of the
Public Library — Peabody and
McLeeh. , tng




the Church‘s negative atti—
tude toward sex, Fr. Ginder
pointed out that the Church
says, "Sex is bad, except———"
whereas individuals and other
institutions say, "Sex is
good, except———". :
Although the major portion
of this book does not deal
with gay people, the author
does take a very liberal at—
titude toward homosexuality.
There is one chapter, "The
Other Love," devoted exclus—
ively to homosexuality, and
there are numerous references
to "the gays" throughout his
book. Fr. Ginder says that
there are certain things
about which we have no choice:
"to digest our food, to leng—.
then our hair and nails, to
grow tall, to be either het—
erosexual or homosexual."
The Christian gay will
find relief in Binding with
Briars. In response to the
statement that homosexuality
is a sin, Ginder says, "It is
not. Sodomy could be a sin,.
but homosexuality is a con—
dition, a biological temper—
ament." He explains in an—
other chapter that since sod—
omy may be the only way that
a gay couple have to enjoy
sex, for this couple sodomy
would not be a mortal sin, but
a venial,or light, sin at the
most. Apparently one of the
reasons for sodomy‘s becoming
scorned in the first place
was that Justinian thought it
caused earthquakes.
~_ _The author has some posi—
tive ideas about Gay Libera—
tion. In his
says that Gay Lib is the "cut—
ting edge of sexual libera—
tion" and that gays .are the
"shock troups, in the front
lines" of the battle.
vice to troubled gays who
want to be straight in order
to have an easier life is
simple. He says do not yield
to these pressures from soc—
iety because they are unjust.
"If someone hurts you because
you‘re gay, hurt him right
back, not from hatred, — but
rather as the good father
must occasionally discipline
an erring son..." Change op—




There were only two ref—
erences to gays that might
seem negatibe to some of us.
In one place, the author
states that a distinction
must be made between child
molesters and ‘normal‘ homo—
sexuals. (Are child molesters
abnormal homosexuals?) In an—
other place is found the au—
can
thor‘s opinion of gay mar—
raige. There should be no
such thing. Living in a lov—
ing relationship with a sin—
gle partner is flne but don‘t
make a mockery of the sacra—
ment of marriage.
The book was informative.
It was humorous.It was schol—
arly, The chapters did not
seem to follow any logical
QFQUtnceandsome of the doc—
[. ushare: i vir Il’Poafl
  
His ad—.
trines or beliefs were never
quite clear, but this could
be due to the fact that the
author has been a Catholic
for many years and I am a
backsliding Methodist. These
two faults are outweighed by
the author‘s acceptance of
gays, not as a group of per—
verted sinners who must be
tolerated, but as important
human beings capable of lov—
ing each other and fulfilling





Consenting Adult, Laura Hob—
son. Doubleday. 1974.
Thirteen years from the
time a fearful and disturbed
young prep school football
star wrote his distraught mo—
ther confessing his homosex—
uality and begging her to
find a therapist who could
"cure" him, that same young
man, out of the closet for
good and fast becoming suc—
cessful in his chosen profes—
sion of medicine, was able to
bring his lover,another young
doctor, home to be welcomed by
a very aware and understand—
ing mother, a mother so in—
terested in the area of homo—
sexuality that she had, by
then, persuaded a maverick
psychiatrist to write a book
‘for gay people and their par—
«ents.
Consenting Adult, a novel
by Laura Hobson, is the fic—
tional account of those thir—
teen years in the life of a
homosexual and his family. It
is the story of the fears,
misunderstandings, and love
experienced by this family in
their slow but steady growth
toward acceptance.
The central character is
not Jeff Lynn, the young gay
man, but his mother Tessa. The
family‘s story is told through
her thoughts and her conver—
sations with other family
members. The change in each
member of the family is grad—
ual , but strong as the years
go by. The most noticeable
change is in Tessa. She moves
from a mother who originally
feels utter dismay at the
thought of her son embracing
another man, to a mother who
could say of her son: ;
"Oh, God, let him know
what it is to love and be
loved, on his terms, but let
him know it. Let him not be
denied that forever. Whatever
he is, it is not his doing;he
did not ask it,he did not ar—
range it; it happened. It is
one of the great mysteries of
life that some people are
drawn to their own sex; all
the opinions of doctors and
theorists seem to point to
that. Then let him not be
punished in the most fearful
way of all, that he should
(ContoonPage6)
wr w w we wie ala ce aa
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How To Trick In Memphis
by Lady Jane Grey
1) Spend five hours making
yourself beautiful because,
after all, physical beauty is
the most important thing. It
is best not to wear anything
too flashy. Stick to the tried
and true. When in doubt wear
a rugby shirt.
2) Whenever anyone addresses
a question to you say the
most stupid thing you can
think of in return. Be as
superficial as possible.
3) After spotting your prey
you have two alternatives:
a) Stalk him. That is, move
in close enough to ask his
name, where he‘s from and
whether or not he has a
roommate.
b) Stare longingly at the
‘‘man‘"‘ you want across the
bar in order to reinforce
his "masculine" ego.
4) Don‘t expect to give any—
thing (other than your body)
and for God‘s sake don‘t ex—
pect to get anything in re—
turn. Never plan to. make love
— only to have sex.
Story Reflects
Social Change
(Con‘t from Page 5)
never know the good sweetness
of being able to love somebody
dear and be loved by that
dear one in return." ‘
In addition to. tracing the
changing attitudes of one
family toward their homosex—
ual son, this novel also re—
flects the changing attitudes
of our society toward homo—
sexuality and of homosexuals
toward themselves and their
place in that society. Sev—
eral of the high points in
the fight for liberation are
chronicled, especially the
Wolfenden Report, the Chris—
topher Street riots, and the
American Psychiatric Associa—
tion‘s elimination of homo—
sexuality as a mental disor—
der needing treatment.
This novel will probably
affect gays differently ac—
cording to each‘s background
and experience. Some, espec—
ially those who have come out
in the — last few years in a
world fast becoming more ac—
cepting,may be totally turned
off by the self—hatred that
the boy felt during his early
years and by the lack of un—
derstanding shown by his fam—
ily when he first announced
his gayness. Others, like
myself, who first realized
our gayness in a time when
little was said and even less
written on the subject, will
probably better understand
and appreciate the steady
growth and final acceptance
shown by the family. They may
be wistful and perhaps a lit—
tle envious of the loving re—
lationship depicted in this
novel of one family‘s liber—
ation. dation.
5) Always remember that most
of the men in gay bars across
our fair city don‘t have the
balls to admit they‘re queer,
and fully expect to get mar—
ried, have children, and con—
tinue to exploit those who





Manuscripts are wanted for
special Lesbian and Black is—
sues of INTEGRITY: GAY EPIS—
COPAL FORUM.
Special preference will be
given to materials which con—
sider the personal struggles
of black gays or lesbians,
particularly in cases where
the Church has "thwarted, op—
posed, ignored, or possibly
helped" them.
Contributions should run
generally under 800 words and
can include poetry and art.
Free copies of the issues
will be sent to contributors.
A stamped, addressed envelope
should accompany the submis—
sions .
Lesbian materials should
be addressed to Ms. Ellen
Barret,
Cerrito, CA 94530. Black Gay
materials should be addressed
to Mr. Ernest Clay,701 Orange




Over a hundred women at—
tended the "Alice Doesn‘t"
Rally at 12:15 October 29.
The NOW—sponsored gathering
was . held at a vacant lot on
the northeast corner of Third
and Jefferson, the former site
of the Lyceum Theatre. This
theatre, a Memphis landmark
for many years, was used by
its owner, Elizabeth Avery
Meriwether, for the first suf—
fragist speech in Memphis in
1876. It was also used for
the Oscar Wilde Memphis lec—
ture in 1881.
Dorothy Gilbertson spoke
on the contribution of women
to the American economy and
of the necessity of women‘s
rights. Ms. B. Bridges gave
a commemorative talk about
Ms. Meriwether and her early
contribution to the cause of
Women‘s Liberationas Memphis‘
first women‘s mights activist.
After the rally, some NOW
members marched to City Hall
and presented the mayor‘s
secretary with an "Alice
Doesn‘t" armband.
Women‘s Strike Day was
also celebrated with films at
the Women‘s Resource Center,
a talk at Memphis State, and
a party at the Wesley Foun—
 
 






















    
showsTiffanie Blair begins her Stellina her comic
triumphant march down the ability during talent com—
boardwalk. petition.
   
   
Overwhelmed with joy, the new




   2
Peaches, Teresa, and Jo Ann, former winners, reign over this
     
Finalists: Billie Jo (2nd
runner up), Tiffanie (winner)
amooRae, Tiffanie,








Tiffany Blair, Miss Gay
Memphis 1976, received her
crown on Halloween at what
was probably the poshest Pag—
eant the Queen‘s Men have
ever thrown.
Held at the Xanadu Ball—
room on Union Avenue, specta—
tors noted that the Pageant




Miss Gay Memphis — Tiffany
Blair
lst Runner—up — Christine
2nd Runner—up — Billie Jo
Miss Congeniality — Liz
Taylor
Entertainment —throughout
the pageant was provided by a
host of stars: Jo Ann, Miss
Memphis 1975; Michelle, Miss
Memphis 1974; Carry Dennis,
awards were as
Miss Tennessee 1975; . Tracy,
Miss Kentucky 1975; Mark of
Memphis; Peter Pan; and Miss
Massey.
Also introduced —was the











and develop a simple
handbook for the public,
GAIETY announces plans for
the Memphis Directory of Im—
personators .
The directory is scheduled
as an insert to the January
1976 issue of GALIETY,
To be included in the di—
rectory, applicants must live





here. Applicants must submit
a suitable black and white
photograph along. with bio—
graphical check
or Money Order for $7.50 must
be enclosed to cover photo
processing.
All applications must be
mailed to GAIETY, P.0, Box
3620, Memphis, 38103. Appli—
cations must be received no
later than Dec. 15. Those
sent later must be rejected.
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ocroBEn_ 30  
A radiant Stellinacrownedphis"pageant at the Music BoxLounge, 1403 Elvis Presley.Earlier in the evening shehad left the audience andjudges rolling with laughterduring an imaginative andwildly funny " monkey dance"routine in which she prancednear—nude through the audi—ence and then climbed anddanced around an elevatedplatform.Stellina is a student ofmusic at Lemoyne—Owens.. The pageant is sponsoredannually by Miss Black GayMemphis, Inc. Between segmentsof the competition, enter—tainment was provided by TaraWells and Liz . Taylor ofGeorge‘s Theatre Lounge andformer winners, Peaches, JoAnn and Teresa.Runners—up in the pageantwere Tammika, first place;Wilma, second place; and Aud—rey, third place. Audrey wasalso selected Miss Congenial—ity.The evening featured sev—eral exciting entertainmentnumbers including an exoticfire dance by Peaches, a dra—matic presentation by Tammikaand a rendition by Tara Wellsof her earthy classic, "ItShould Have Been Me."
Collage Title
Won By Drag
A 6 foot 3 inch female im—
was"Miss Black Gay Mem—during the 19th annual
personator' was elected and
crowned "1975 Homecoming
Queen"‘ at Santa Monica Com—
munity College despite
threats by the football team
not to finish the game if she
were selected.
‘"‘Goldie Glitters", a gay
student whose real name is
Michael Hessy, was elected by
the student body over thir—
teen other female candidates
and crowned during the half—
time ceremonies at the home—
coming game.
Earlier, 47 members of the
60—man football squad had
signed a petition demanding
lis removal from the list of
queen candidates. They had
threatened not to play the
second half of the game if
Miss Glitters was chosen.
Goldie was picked —and
crowned though,and the second
half started on schedule.
Santa Monica Community CG1l—
lege is a junior college in
suburban Los Angeles and has
an enrollment of some 12,000
students.
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Gary Miller, and-£111 Pickens,






John White, Alan Cheetham, Jack and George Wooldridge, eager
to serve at the Body Shop. Not pictured, Madame Butterfly.
 
Sharon Wray and Bruce Hadley enjoy a "refreshing pause" nithi
Mike Myers, one of the owners of the Raincheck Lounge.
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Two New Lounges Open;
Dancmg, Games Featured
October saw the openlng of
not one but two new gay dance
bars in Memphis:the Raincheck
Lounge, at 38 S. Willett, and
the Body Shop, at 1350 Madi—
son.
The Raincheck Lounge open—
ed for business on Oct. lst.
The hours are 7:00 p.m. to
3:00 a.m. on weekdays and
7:00 p.m. to 4:00 a.m. on
weekends. Admission is free
during the week but there is
a one dollar cover charge on
Friday and Saturday nights.
The co—owners of the Rain—
check are Mike Myers and
Jerry Kimbrough. Myers, who
grew up in Jackson, Miss.,
moved to Memphis from Wash—
ington, D.C., to open the bar
here. Kimbrough is from Ala—
bama and came to Memphis from
Tuscumbia.
Features of the Raincheck
include a dance floor with
multi—colored flashing panels
in the tables
and pinball machines. In the
future, Myers said, beer will
be sold for half price be—
tween 7 and 10 p.m. Thursday
evenings.
The Body Shop
The Body Shop opened on
Oct., 7th and is located on
the second floor of the
building on the northeast
corner of Cleveland and Madi—
son. It is open from 2 p.m.
to 2:30 a.m. on weekdays and
2 p.m. to 4 a.m. on weekends.
The owner of the Body Shop
is Austin McDermott. A resi—
dent of Memphis for the last
five years, he attended Mem—
phis State University and did
graduate work at Ole Miss.
McDermott taught English
at Christian Brothers College
for a year and also was an
instructor at Georgia State
University in Atlanta.
On weekdays between 10
p.m. and 2 a.m., draught beer
will be sold for thirty five
cents, McDermott said, and on
weekends during this time for
a quarter. The Body Shop also
has a live disc jockey every
night between 10 p.m. and 2
‘which houses
, nounces a
a.m. There is no cover charge.
In the near future, the
Body Shop will sponsor 2 to 5
p.m. Saturday afternoon beer
busts, McDermott said. Also,
a ‘"Miss Body Shop" contest is
being . planned for later this
year, probably in November. —
"Exotic Pasts"
The buildings in which the
two new bars are housed have
somewhat exotic pasts. Before
it became the Raincheck, the
building at 38 S. Willett was
the Sharecropper Lounge, a
well—known jazz nightspot.
Prior to that,it was a Ne—
gro church serving the black
neighborhood between Union
and Madison Avenues.
The two story structure
the Body Shop
has an even more checkered
history. In the fall of 1971,
one part of the first floor
served as "Chandler for May—
or" headquarters. Less than
a half year later, in March
1972, the rest of it became
the Peacock Lounge, a gay bar
featuring drag shows and
skimpily clad go go boys.
Later that year, the rest
of the first floor became the
Memphis headquarters for the
"George Wallace for Presi—
dent" campaign. These cam—
paign workers were replaced
by workers of another sort
later, when the very same
space became the home of the
notorious ‘"Magic Bubble" mas—
sage parlor. It was later




The Golden Nugget an—
night of something
for everyone. On Saturday,
Nov. 8, they will feature go—
go girls, go—go boys, and the
Billie Jo Review of Female
Impersonators.
The show, starring Billie
Jo, Tracey Lee, and Malena,
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_ London Has Something For
by'Fred Harris
(Note: GAIETY News Editor Fred Harris recently spent a week
in London, England. This story is based on his observations
there and talks he had with members of the British gay or—
ganization, C.H.E.) —
If Amsterdam is the San Francisco of Europe, then London
is its New York City. With more than eight million people,
the city is a throbbing magnet for homosexuals from all over
Britain and beyond.
As befits a city of its size and stature, London has a
vast array of gay establishments and activities. This in—
cludes both a flourishing bar and club scene and an equally
impressive assortment of gay groups and organizations.
Because of its size, London is usually divided into sev—
eral districts. These include Central London, the West End,
the working class East End and the sprawling boroughs south
of the Thames river. Discussions of the city‘s gay scene
often follow these divisions.
Central London, with its venerable monuments, churches,
and government buildings, includes the city‘s oldest gay
gathering places and still retains its appeal for many. The
bohemian Soho district is home to several homosexual clubs
and pubs while bars near Saftsbury Ave. serve the gay thea—
tre crowd.
Piccadilly Circus, London‘s answer to Times Square, is the
stomping grounds of dozens of "rent boys" or male prosti—
tutes. These "dilly boys" can be seen lining the sidewalks
every Saturday night.
The fashionable "West End" Knightsbridge—Kensington dis—
trict attracts London‘s more affluent and younger gays, many
of whom live in the elegant flats and townhouses there. With
some thirty bars, discotheques and restaurants to serve its
gay residents and visitors, it likely stands as London‘s
"gayest" residential area.
By contrast, the working class East End is relatively
barron of gay establishments, the major exception being sev—
eral clubs there which present drag shows.
North London and the area south of the Thames River also
have a few scattered gay pubs and clubs, but these districts
are mainly inhabited by families, far from most hotels and
are not favored by gays.
Altogether, London has perhaps eighty exclusively gay
clubs, pubs and discotheques plus numerous others catering to
a mixed clientele. j
GAY GROUPS FLOURI SH
If the city‘s bars and clubs reflect one aspect of London:
gay life, its numerous gay organizations reveal another.
More than seventy gay groups currently exist within the
Greater London area and provide an almost endless variety of
services and activities.
Altogether, these groups truly offer something for every
taste and interest.
— For gay men and women seeking reform within the present
social and political system, there is the Campaign for Hom
o—
sexual Equality, or C.H.E.
— For radical and militant gays,
eration Front groups, complete with "zaps" and
tivities.
— For religiously inclined homosexuals, there are Protes—
tant, Catholic, and Jewish study groups as well as a London
branch of the Metropolitan Community Church.
— For lesbians, there are some half a dozen women‘s or—
ganizations, ranging from the Gay Wives and Mothers Collec—
there are three Gay Lib—
related ac—
tive to the intriguingly named "Wimbledon Area Girls So—
ciety."
— For teachers, there is a gay academics union; for doc—
tors and dentists, a gay medical—dental group and for social
workers, probation officers and other workers, similar gay
organizations .
— For the distraught, gay counseling is provided by "Lce—
breakers," the Parents Trust, and the decades old Albany
Trust Society. —
— For imbibers, there is a "Westminister Area Lunchtime
Drinks Group" and for campers,the tent and backpack variety,
a "Gay Outdoors Group." Gay actors and
also have their own clubs in London.
< For college students, there are more than half a dozen
gay student associations at various London universities and
to help coordinate their activities, the London—based
—
gay
affairs office of the National Union of Students.
— Similar clubs and interest
—S—M devotees, transvestites and transexuals.
f Finally, to provide current information on«this ~ prolifer—
iation of organizations and their activities, London has not
~.. one,. but. fivegay switchboards.acro Somea ancvn an e an c cn m a n ce ot o in la on ns9000 90 Re 9 P
amateur filmakers‘
groups exist for teenagers,
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Every GayInterest, Taste
C.H.E.
The most powerful and active gay organization in London
and Britain is the Campaign for Homosexual Equality, com—
monly known as C.H.E. Some half a dozen C.H.E. groups exist
in greater London, and other chapters are located in some
seventy cities across the United Kingdom. While active in a
variety of fields, C.H.E,. concentrates on providing a non—
exploitive social env{ronment for homosexuals and on promot—
ing social and legal reform.
A current goal of C.H.E,. and other British homosexual or—
ganizations is passage of legislation which would equalize
the age of sexual consent for homosexuals and heterosexuals.
The present age of consent is 16 for straights but 21 for
gays .
The ruling Labour party has so far shown little interest
in approving these reforms but the small, but influential,
Liberal party has provided some support. .
One notable activity of the London C.H.E. chapter is its
gay rights stand at Speaker‘s Corner in Hyde Park on Sunday
afternoons. C.H.E. speakers here draw large and attentive
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_. London is also the home of several serious gay newspapers
and other publications. By far the largest and most widely
read is the bi—weekly GAY NEWS. It has the largest circula—
tion of any gay publication in Europe and is equivalent to
THE ADVOCATE in the United States.
Other London publications include SAPPHO, a monthly les—
bian—feminist magazine and the GAY EXAMINER, a tabloid type
paper which stresses social news and features.
 
GAY TOURISTS TIPS
While London offers a wealth of activities for gay vis—
itors, there are certain points to keepin mind. First of
all, while private sex between gays over 21 is legal, public
sex is not, and the definition of what is "public‘ is very
broad. A gay couple making love behind closed doors in a
bedroom can be arrested, for example, if someone hears them
and complains to police. And English hotel workers are a—
mong the world‘s nosiest!
On a less serious note, London‘s huge gay population (es—
timated at several hundred thousand) means that bars open
and close almost monthly, rendering conventional gay guides
partly obsolete. A good source of current "where to go" in—
‘formation is GAY NEWS, available at most newstands.
Gay visitors planning to take in the London bar scene
should choose the location of their hotel with care. Most
buses and subways stop running before midnight,even on week—
ends, and an unwary visitor may find himself stranded far
from his room. Cabs are available, if you can find one at
that hour, but these can make a dent in the budget.
Finally, a clothes warning. Unless you want to be recog—
nized immediately as an American tourist,don‘t wear straight
legged jeans, pastel ‘golf‘ slacks, or especially patterned
pants. Blue and dark colored flares and bellbottoms are
practically "de.rigour‘"‘ among young Londoners and anything
else sticks out like a boot camp creweut.
Having absorbed thése basic tips, there
an American gay can‘t have a wonderful time
ever you want — be it culture, the perfect gift or a memor—
able romance — it is waiting for you there to reach out and
partake. "He who is weary of London is weary of life," Sam—
uel Johnson said, and he was right. Go, enjoy and be gay.
is no reason why
in London. What—
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Scorpio is a water sign
and deals with the emotions.
~It is associated with thei
eighth house of legacies, be—
quests,money received through
insurance and money or land
connected with the dead.
pio is said to concern both
death and regeneration. It
is called the final state of
personal consciousness that
awakens to the birthof truth.
Some people think that Scor—
pio is the truly liberated
sign.
As of September 9, this
truly liberated sign is being
visited by the truly liber—
ated planet Uranus. The ef—
fect of Uranus to the ruler
of Scorpio, Mars, will make
the native even more blunt in
speech and mannerisms than
normal. The remainder of 1975
and for the next seven years,
Scorpios will experience
strength of mind,will, deter—
mination, persistence, power
of concentration and a spirit
which cannot be broken by re—
sistance.
Scorpio‘s attitude toward
life and themselves may un—
dergo sudden change as they
assert their individualism.
Magnetism will increase and
they will realize their wild—
est dreams. In love they will
be able to feel an inner
peace seldom equalled, In
~usiness there will be in—





all the things that will make
this the most glowing and
significant of all the per—
iods in your life.
‘Now is the
SCORPIO









tiating now will be
year.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 — Dec. 21)
You may have a sharp surprise
Scorpios will be es—.
attractive to those:
experience‘
concerning a friend. Don t
comment until all the facts
are in.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 — Jan. 19)
This is the time to ask for a
promotion. Guard ‘against tak—
ing too much for granted.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 — Feb. 18)
Now is the time to take the
vacation that you missed this
summer. Calm and discretion.
pays off.
PISCES
(Feb. 19 — Mar. 20)
Your
—
own prestige can be
raised this month if you use
a new and different approach
to business.
ARIES
(Mar., 21 — April 19)
An economic problem may be of
vital importance. Try to
straighten out family think—
ing and get everyone on your
Side.
TAURUS
(April 20 — May 20)
Do not give to one who may be
feeding you a line. Use your




(May 21 — June 21)
Your emotions can help in
bringing to a head something
that has been lingering in
the background too long. The
air needs to be cleared.
CANCER
(June 22 — July 22)
Talk to experienced people
who can give you aid when
crisis occurs. Doors can open
and new opportunity will pre—
sent itself.
LEO
(July 23 — Aug. 22)
informed among you
can now profit by your wits.
If you will follow the dic—
tates
be a rewarding month.
VIRGO
(Aug. 23 — Sept. 22)
Joint enterprises can succeed
at this time if you time them
with your mate or partner.
When others are in turmoil
you can be the mediator.
LIBRA






Eclipses Bode Ill Future
by W. Dale Kennedy
Two eclipses fret the
month of November. The first
is the solar eclipse on the.
third. The earthquake indi—
cations are powerful for this
eclipse,and its influence ex—
tends over the next
years. The principal expres—
sion of this activity is a
violent earthquake in Kam—
chatka the day of the syzygy.
There is less certain proba—
bility for a milder earth,
quake in Alaska, and perhaps
some geological disturbance
in northeast Texas. The earth—
quake aspect will not culmin—
ate in Memphis until 8 Jan—
uary, 1976.
Dangerous accidents in—
volving electricity, fire, ex—
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Astrology
— personality study — forecast
« chart comparison « rectification
— classroom instruction
HOROSCOPES
by W. Dale Kennedy
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sixth,. The damage at this
time may well rival that of
the eclipse itself. Hospitals
and prisons are especially
vulnerable to destruction.
Prison riots eventuate.
In addition to these earth
shaking events, revolutionary
activity is present, and most
evident around the fifteenth.
The nature of this activity
is diverse, ranging
splinter groups forming from
traditional clubs and socie—
ties to sedition uncovered by.
judiciary investigation .
There is conflict between
Congress and the Supreme
Court over who has the auth—
ority to pursue such inves—
tigation, It will
be decided that Congress has
the prerogative.
Travel is contraindicated
on the eighth., This is an es—
pecially accident prone day.
The most hazardous areas in
the Eastern hemisphere
Brasilia and Rio in Brazil,
and Anchorage and Fairbanks
in Alaska. In these areas,
expect train derailments.
On Nov. 18 there is a lun—
ar eclipse. Institutions and
government agencies concerned
with health are in the news.
An innovation in surgical
procedure is announced and a
new wonder drug is discovered:
under the influence of the
last half of the month. On
the darker side, an increase
in VD can be expected now — a
mutation not seen before.
It is an excellent period
for music and musicians.Civic
(Con! t on. Page. 1
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‘For Sale—Long gowns,16; Shoes
‘7; Pantsuits, 14; wigs.. All.
Cheap. Contact _Bobbie at
George‘s.
 
Trenton is not the same since
Rose and Barbara spent their
honeymoon there. j
 
To Michelle and Phyllis: Con—
gratulations are NOT in order.
Shove it. The Tiller Sisters.
 
‘Hey Babe, Now there is no one
to stir the yeast for. As al—
ways, Love.
 





Needed —* lawyer sympathetic
to gays. Contact Marc, care
of GAIETY.
 




Rose, Please let Barbara out
again. 6 nan L et
 
To Fred — In spite of every—
 
thing, I still think of you.
Jim.
Dear "D" — You are # 1 in my
life, and I miss you.
«Ray — Hope you enjoyed your
champagne.
 
To all — Age can be a beanti-
ful thing. — Jim.
 
‘Is it true that Phyllis is
riding the bus again?
Jo — Thanks for




Rosy: I‘m really looking for—
ward to our New Orleans trip.













The U.S. Food and Drug Ad—
ministration has refused to
ban the feminine drug Flagyl,
despite charges by a Ralph
Nader backed research group
.that it makes users more vul—
nerable to cancer and other
ills. '
Metronidazole
Also kmwn as Metronidazole,
the drug is prescribed some
two million times a year for
vaginal infections in both
gay and straight women.
Medical Research
The medical research group
had suggested the ban follow,
ing tests which showed that
Flagyl had
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Moon To Cause Changes Prayer Book
(Con‘t from Page 10)
symphonic orchestras, opera
companies become profit—mak—
ing enterprises. The public
continues: to become more
entertainment—oriented.
In Memphis, the mayor‘s
office will be vacated for a
while. I cannot definitely
say whether the mayor is per—
manently removed from office
or absent temporarily, but
absent he is.
A new transportation sys—
 
a cancer causing‘
"Living can be a real bum—
mer sometimes, but all in
all, it‘s not bad...when









tem will be scheduled for in—
stallation. If this be the
street car line being dis—
cussed, Memphis will find it
a profitable venture.
The 28th, communications
are impaired. Telephone ser—




Through N. O. W.
The. NOW convention in Phil—
adelphia passed the Unanimous
Lesbian Caucus Resolution on
October 26. The resolution
is as follows, in part:
"Whereas the National Organi—
zation for Women is commited
to the principle that all
women have an absolute right
to full equality under the
law, and Whereas Lesbians in
our society are not protected
under existing laws against
unequal access to employment,
housing, and public assembly,
and Whereas abridgement of
the basic rights of any woman
diminishes the freedom of all
of us, Therefore be it resol—
ved that the accomplishment
of equal rights for Lesbians







"It‘s amazing how you can
be in a crowded place...and
yet not feel close to any—
one.." — Ziggy |
  
Being Written
Gay Christians in all de—
nominations are being called
upon to contribute material
for inclusion in a proposed
book of prayers for the use
of Gay Christians and their
friends., The book, which will
be sponsored by INTEGRITY,
will include liturgies, poems,
readings, as well as private
prayers, collects, and lit—
anies .
In addition to material
already in print,.new material
is being sought for first
publication.
Contributions or sugges—
tions can be sent to the Rev.
Grant M. Gallup, 1619 W. War—
ren Boulevard, Chicago, I1l1.
60612. V
West Recuperating
Gwen West, co—owner of
B.J.‘s Cabaret, 1382 Poplar,
is recuperating at home from
surgery. Gwen underwent a
back operation October 10 and
remained in Methodist Hospi—
tal for three weeks. — GAIETY












      
 







The Gay Community of Memphis
     
for its Support of
the
Miss Gay Memphis Pageant 1976
Our Sincere Gratitude and Appreciation
To All the Contestants and Performers
Special Thanks
To all Lounges that helped
Make this event Successful
Thanks to GAIETY
For its Continuous Support and Coverage
of all the Functions
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Sex Changes
Affect M.D. s
Surgery to transform a man
into a woman might well be a
great relief to the person
being transformed, but what
about the doctor performing
the surgery? . One aspect of
transexual surgery that has
not received much attention
is "he
ation has on the doctor.
Kurt Wagner, a Beverly
Hills plastic surgeon who
performed one sex change ad—
mits that it caused him a lot
of anxiety. "It is a psycho—
logically disturbing opera—
tion...perhaps not so much to
the recipient as to the per—
sons involved because you‘re
always afraid you may have
made the wrong estimation and
pre—operative evaluation of
your patient and in that case
there is really no going
back." j
The operation is irrever—
sible and there have been
cases where transexuals have
been overwhelmed with guilt
and depression after
sex change surgery and have
committed suicide.
The most psychologically
intense problem that a doctor
has in transforming a man in—
to a woman is that he is in
reality castrating a man.
"IL think that we all have
identification, particularly
in our society where we are
constantly in competition
with one another. I suppose
psychologists will tell you
that probably the male has a
dominating fear of castration
throughout _his productive
life, no matter how old he
gets to be. I think that‘s
what bothers most people, par—
ticularly the doctors."
Because of the radical na—
ture of this surgery, tran—
sexuals are subjected to in—
tense pre—operative therapy.
Perhaps some similar therapy
might be advised for the doc—
. tors.
nimmt







other contributions are now
being sought for a book to be
published on the lesbian ex—
perience in America.
To .be entitled The Les—
bian Book, the work will be
for, by, and about gay women
and will reflect personal,
social, and other aspects of
lesbian life in the United
States. It is being pub—
lished and edited by a group
of lesbian feminists in the
New York area. |
Areas which the
would like to see explored
include sexual role playing,
lesbian bars and/or their al—
ternatives, gay women
heterosexual institutions, and
lesbians and other minority
groups .
Both long and short arti—
cles are welcor~.
All contributions and in—
quiries should be sent to
Carolyn Pope, P. O. Box 46,
Uld Chelsea Station, New York
N.Y. 10011. Notice of in—
tention to submit an
icle should be sent by Dec.
31, 1975, and final manu—
scripts are due Jan.l31,1916.
mo 
If you didn‘t read it in
  




Nancy and Jean (center), managers of the
are surrounded by their entertainers, Jackie, Tammika, Marsha,
The club is open Tuesday through Saturday fromand Audrey.
7 p.m. until ?? with a special show every Thursday.
‘own
‘tradesmen who knew Alice as a girl.




‘_ into the post





‘I Killed HerFor Love,‘ Alice Tells
Court.
(Con‘t from Page 3)
ment. The public generally approved of this, but Judge °
DuBose informed her that he thought she had indeed aided and
abetted the slaying and was guilty as charged.
Miss Johnson then. went home with her parents while Miss.
Mitchell was returned to the Shelby County Jail to await her
sanity hearing. , Sn we &
During this period, Miss Mitchell was provided with spec—
ial accommodations in the lockup, the Weekly Commercial re—
ported. She was not kept in a cell like other prisoners but
had the "cosiest room in jail, with plenty of air, sunshine
and a good view of the street."
"No jailor has yet had the courage to offer to place her
in a cell,"the Commercial said."They have daughters of their
and the thought of putting this child, criminal as she
is, along with those older in crime is shocking to them."
"Had Smoked Cigarettes"
On July 25, Alice Mitchell‘s long awaited sanity trial
began. As before, the hearing was the biggest event in town
and Memphians clammered to get into the courtroom.
* The trial began with the testimony of neighbors and
A neighborhood butcher
whose shop was near Alice‘s home said that Alice had boyish
habits even at age 17 or 18, playing marbles and baseball.
He had also seen her smoking cigarettes, he ominously added.
Then the doctors knowledgeable in "brain diseases" took
the stand. One of these testified that he couldn‘t say for
"sexual depravity" between the
but that he believed their love was purely platonic.
All agreed that she was unquestionably insane, however, and
theorized that sexual "self—abuse", "which would affect the
brain through the nerves" may have been a contributing fac—
Robert Mitchell testified that his sister Alice didn‘t
seem to realize that Freda was dead. "She speaks of her as
if living and in the present tense," he stated. '
Lillie Johnson testified next.
—
She said that Alice had
often cried and said ‘"Oh, how I love Freda." On the day of
the murder, Lillie said that she had thought Alice was going
office when she asked her to stop the buggy
down the bluff, Alice had said that
at Freda.
she had blood on her face, Lillie
said. When she offered to wipe it off, Alice replied, "No,
it‘s Freda‘s blood. Let it remain."
Jo Ward testified that she had seen Alice and Freda em—
bracing each other frequently, both in Memphis and in
—
Gold
Dust, Ark. She said that she objected to their correspon—
dence, because she suspected that they were planning to run
away. One condition on which Freda was allowed to go to Mem—
phis was that she would not speak to or in any way associate
with Alice, she added. — f
\_ After discovering the engagement plans, Jo told the court
‘that she wrote Alice telling her "don‘t try in any shape,
form or manner to have intercourse with Fred (sic) again."
Jo also returned to Alice the ring and gifts she had given
Freda. ~
Jo said that she thought Alice‘s proposition of marriage
to her sister was very strange but did not think ‘that she
was crazy. bo
Finally, Alice Mitchell herself was put on the witness
stand and attorneys for both sides quizzed her on her mo—
tives. Her defense lawyers carefully brought out the extreme
distress which Freda‘s loss had caused Alice. Gen. Wright
then asked her one final question:
"Now. Alice, why did you kill her?"
"I killed her because I loved her," Alice replied, an an—
swer which left the courtroom breathless and silent.
Following this and other testimony, the jury found Alice
Mitchell insane and the judge ordered her committed to the
asylum at Bolivar. At such time as she regained sanity, he
said, she would stand trial for the murder of Freda Ward.
__ Alice took this verdict calmly. Her only request was that
she be allowed to visit Freda‘s‘ grave. Immediately after—
wards, the murder charge against Lillie Johnson was dis—
missed. ‘
y Little was heard about Alice Mitchell until six years la—
ter, on April 7, 1898, when newspapers reported that she had
died of tuberculosis at Bolivar. An account appearing in the
Commercial Appeal some thirty two years later, however, stated
that she had actually taken her own life by climbing to the
top of the hospital building and plunging into a water tank.
Alice Mitchell was buried in Memphis‘ Elmwood Cemetery,
not far from the girl she hadloved, and slain. Both, of their
graves may be seen there today.
she wanted one more look
When Alice returned,
(Next Month: The Crump Era and Beyond)
